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Abstract—In recent years, the increasing traffic demand in
radio access networks (RAN) has led to considerable growth in
the number of base stations (BS), posing a serious scalability
issue, including the energy consumption of BSs. Optical-accessenabled Cloud-RAN (CRAN) has been recently proposed as
a next-generation access network. In CRAN, the digital unit
(DU) of a conventional cell site is separated from the radio
unit (RU) and moved to the “cloud” (DU cloud) for centralized signal processing and management. Each DU/RU pair exchanges bandwidth-intensive digitized baseband signals through
an optical access network (fronthaul). Time-Wavelength Division
Multiplexing (TWDM) Passive Optical Network (PON) is a
promising fronthaul solution due to its low energy consumption
and high capacity. In this study, we propose and leverage the
concept of a Virtual Base Station (VBS), which is dynamically
formed for each cell by assigning virtualized network resources,
i.e., a virtualized fronthaul link connecting the DU and RU, and
virtualized functional entities performing baseband processing
in DU cloud. We formulate and solve the VBS formation (VF)
optimization problem using an Integer Linear Program (ILP). We
propose novel energy-saving schemes exploiting VF for both the
network planning stage and traffic engineering stage. Extensive
simulations show that CRAN with our proposed VF schemes
achieves significant energy savings compared to traditional RAN
and CRAN without VF.
Index Terms—Optical access, TWDM-PON, CRAN, fronthaul,
DU cloud, Energy efficiency.

I. I NTRODUCTION
RAFFIC demand in radio access networks (RAN) is
increasing rapidly, forcing mobile operators to provide
larger capacity to serve more users. So the number of base
stations (BSs) is expected to grow dramatically, posing a
serious scalability issue, including the energy efficiency of
BSs, which are responsible for more than half of the energy
consumed in RANs [1]. For example, from 2004 to 2009,
the number of BSs deployed by China Mobile grew from
200,000 to 500,000, resulting in a two-fold increase of power
consumption, 70% of which came from BSs [2].
In traditional distributed RAN (DRAN), each BS consists of
two components, co-located in the same cell site, the Digital
Unit (DU) or Baseband Unit (BBU), and the Radio Unit (RU)
or Remote Radio Head (RRH). In the BS, the DU is responsible for baseband processing, while the RU is responsible for
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transmitting/receiving and digitizing radio signals. However,
traffic load in the RAN also varies significantly during a day,
and the capacity of DU is designed for peak load. Within
the same BS, the baseband processing resources of a DU are
dedicated to the associated RU, so the unused resources of the
DU cannot be shared by RUs in other BSs; thus, all DUs in
the RAN need to remain active, causing energy waste in RAN
during off-peak periods. Moreover, each BS needs independent
energy-consuming “housing” facilities (cooling systems, etc.)
for its DU, and all these energy-consuming components need
to stay active all the time. Therefore, DRAN does not represent
a future-proof and scalable solution for next-generation RAN.
To address these scalability issues, a new architecture, called
Cloud-RAN (CRAN) [2]–[4], has been recently proposed.
CRAN centralizes DUs in a single location and leaves RUs at
cell sites. CRAN can achieve cost savings by allowing smaller
footprint, less power consumption of outdoor equipment, and
shared infrastructure in the “cloud”. But traditional CRAN employs DU architectures, such as DU hoteling/pooling, where
the DUs are co-located, but remain separate and are each
individually connected to RUs. Currently, the DU architecture
that indeed fulfills the “cloud” RAN is the DU cloud, where
DUs are implemented on general-purpose servers that can
be flexibly configured [5]. By virtualizing the computing
resources of each DU, DU can be dynamically shared by
multiple cells. CloudIQ [6] showed that pooling resources
can reduce the overall cost of a network, however it relied
on statically allocating resources (rather than dynamically
reallocating resources according to varying loads), and it did
not consider energy saving in CRAN. Ref. [7] proposed DU
virtualization and modeled it as a bin-packing problem. Ref.
[8] proposed a virtualization approach for DU cloud, where
baseband processing in a DU is virtualized as functional
entities, cell processing (PHYcell) and user processing (UP),
both of which can be virtualized and reconfigured in a DU
for a cell and a user, respectively. This concept brings new
opportunities for energy saving in CRAN.
To connect the DU cloud and RUs, CRAN requires a highcapacity access network, called “fronthaul” [5]. As opposed
to the backhaul in traditional RAN, which carries Layer-3
packets to the core Internet, the fronthaul transports digitized
baseband signals. Optical fronthaul solutions can include dedicated fibers, wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) passive
optical network (PON), time-wavelength division multiplexing
(TWDM) PON [10]. High cost of the first solution might
jeopardize the cost savings offered by CRAN. Therefore,
TWDM-PON has been shown to be a promising fronthaul
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Fig. 2. Illustration of a Virtual Base Station (VBS).
Fig. 1. Illustration of TWDM-PON-enabled CRAN architecture.

Section VII concludes this work.
solution for CRAN, thanks to its low cost, low energy
consumption, and abundant bandwidth. Here, we consider
that TWDM-PON is a plausible technology as (almost) fixed
bandwidth allocation is assumed and its latency meets the
requirements of fronthauling (see, e.g., [10]). Refs. [11], [12]
describe approaches to save energy in TWDM-PON. In [13],
enabling technologies are proposed to save energy in alloptical networks. However, these energy-saving approaches
cannot directly apply to CRAN. In [14], an energy-efficient
optimization problem with resource assignment and power
allocation in CRAN is proposed. In [15], an energy-efficient
DU cluster testbed for CRAN is developed, but it did not
consider the energy saving in fronthaul.
We summarize our contributions in this work as follows.
We propose CRAN architecture consisting of a TWDM-PONenabled fronthaul, DU cloud, an internal Ethernet switch that
can redirect traffic in DU cloud, and a centralized controller
that can schedule network resources, as shown in Fig. 1. We
consider that network resources in DU cloud and TWDM-PON
can be reconfigured and virtualized. In particular, we abstract
base stations (BSs) in CRAN as multiple virtual base stations
(VBSs) comprised of virtualized network resources (e.g., a
virtualized fronthaul link and virtualized baseband processing).
The centralized controller takes all decisions about how to
form VBS and which cell is served by which VBS according to
varying traffic loads in the CRAN. By efficiently forming VBS
for each cell, active network resources can be minimized by
shutting down unnecessary physical resources. Our previous
work studied energy saving via VBS formation (VF) under
static traffic provisioning [16]. In this work, we present a
comprehensive study on using VF to save energy in CRAN.
We formulate and solve the VF optimization problem using an
Integer Linear Program (ILP). A static VF scheme is proposed
for the network planning stage. For the traffic engineering
stage, we propose dynamic VF schemes that can take online
decisions for VF. Extensive simulations show that significant
energy savings can be achieved by CRAN with VF compared
to DRAN and CRAN without VF. Performances of dynamic
VF schemes are also evaluated and analyzed.
The rest of the study is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the CRAN system architecture that enables VF.
Section III proposes the energy-saving model. In Section IV,
we formulate the VF optimization problem using an ILP. We
design heuristic algorithms for the static and the dynamic cases
in Section V. Numerical evaluation is given in Section VI, and

II. S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
A. Introduction to CRAN
Recently, the new CRAN architecture is gaining attention
because of its great potential. As shown in Fig. 1, the digital
units (DUs), which are responsible for electronic baseband
processing, can be moved from the distributed BSs to a DU
cloud at the central office, serving a large group of radio
units (RUs), which are simplified as radio-frequency (RF)
electronics. The DU cloud and RUs are connected by highspeed digital fronthaul links transmitting digitized signals
using the Common Public Radio Interface (CPRI) [17].
In [18], the authors provide a detailed description for
fronthaul requirement in CRAN. First, macro cells typically
yield up to 15 RUs per site. Second, CPRI is a constant
bit-rate interface, which requires data rates from 614.4 Mbps
up to 10.137 Gbps with bit error ratio on the fronthaul link
lower than 10−12 . Third, the baseband processing at DU
should be less than 1 ms. The round-trip time dedicated to
fronthaul and to the optical network segment should be less
than 500 µs. Finally, the CPRI link should contribute less than
±2 ppb (parts per billion) to the overall frequency accuracy
requirement on the air interface for LTE. A detailed analysis
on feasibility of the proposed architecture is an open problem,
but the requirements in terms of latency, capacity, etc. are
expected to be compatible with our proposed architecture.
Although it has high requirements on fronthaul, CRAN has
benefits that can justify its realization costs. First, CRAN is
a cost-saving architecture compared to DRAN as it simplifies
network operation, maintenance, and upgrade by concentrating
in a single location for RAN processing and coordination
equipment. Specifically, CRAN has lower cost at cell sites,
such as smaller footprint and power consumption of outdoor
equipment, and can dynamically share infrastructure in DU
cloud, according to the traffic variation. In addition to costrelated benefits, CRAN also eases implementation of advanced
radio-coordination techniques, such as Coordinated Multipoint
(CoMP), to improve RAN coverage, bitrate, and throughput.
At present, CRAN can be readily supported by fronthaul links
that transmit CPRI signals over either dedicated fibers or
over time-wavelength multiplexing division (TWDM) passive
optical networks (PON) for distances up to 40 km and various
loss budgets [5], [19]. The dedicated-fiber fronthaul solution
is too costly and may nullify the cost-saving gains of CRAN.
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We consider TWDM-PON as the most cost-effective solution
that is viable in today’s networks to meet these requirements1 .
B. TWDM-PON-Enabled CRAN Architecture
We propose the CRAN architecture using TWDM-PON as
the fronthaul (as in [10]), and using the DU cloud virtualization solution (as in [8]), which is implemented on generalpurpose servers that can be dynamically reconfigured. As
depicted in Fig. 1, an RU receives RF signals from all users
in the cell. For every cell, there is one Optical Network Unit
(ONU) connected to the RU serving the cell (for simplicity, we
assume one RU per cell). The ONU uses CPRI to send packets
containing the digitized baseband signals to the DU cloud, and
thanks to the high capacity of a wavelength channel, multiple
ONUs can share the same wavelength in the TWDM-PON. At
the Optical Line Terminal (OLT) of PON, every wavelength is
served by a line card (LC) (i.e., transceiver). The combination
of an LC and multiple ONUs communicating over the same
wavelength is viewed as an independent PON, called Virtual
PON (VPON), in which multiple ONUs share a wavelength in
time-division multiplexing (TDM) manner. So, a TWDM-PON
can provide multiple VPONs over different wavelengths.
The DU cloud and OLT are co-located at the Central
Office (CO). In the DU cloud, each DU is associated with
one LC, and provides baseband processing functions for cells
associated with the VPON. Thus, the set of DUs and LCs
have the same cardinality (W ). Due to the flexibility of
TWDM-PON (to provide dynamic wavelength assignment and
sharing), the association of a RU to its corresponding DU
can be reconfigured, without the need of putting any active
switch between the DUs and the LCs. For example, in Fig.
1, RU2 and RU3 are associated with DU2 by configuring
their serving wavelength as λ1 . An internal Ethernet switch
is put behind the DU cloud. There should be W ports on the
switch, each connecting to a DU. A port will be activated
when the associated DU needs to redirect traffic to/from other
DU. As the source and destination of this redirection are fixed
for a time duration, we can use the cut-through switch [21] to
quickly forward the packet without storing the whole packet.
The latency of a cut-through switch is 1-20 µs, which is small
compared to latency requirement of baseband processing (1
ms).
C. Virtual Base Station
Network resources in the proposed architecture, including
baseband processing, switch ports, and LCs, can be virtualized
respectively in DU cloud, switch, and TWDM-PON. A centralized controller flexibly configures these virtualized resources
by sending instructions to their physical hardware.
For baseband processing in a DU, it is virtualized as two
types of functional entities: cell processing (PHYcell) and
1 There are various on-going projects aimed at providing low-latency PON
for fronthaul, e.g., [10] proposed a mobile-DBA scheme based on the
collaboration between the mobile network and the fronthaul network. The
proposed scheme can reduce the latency to 50 µs, and jitter to several tens of
µs. Work is in progress to study the feasibility of fast packet-switched PON
for CPRI [20]. We do not restrict our architecture to one solution.
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user processing (UP) [8]. A DU can set up a PHYcell for
each RU (cell) served by it (see Fig. 2). The PHYcell process
cell control messages and multiplex/de-multiplex user traffic
belonging to a RU. A cell can change its serving DU by
PHYcell shifting, which tears down the current PHYcell at
a DU and sets up a new PHYcell in another DU. PHYcell
shifting can be achieved by changing the serving VPON (i.e.,
retuning the serving wavelength). Also, a DU will set up a UP
for every user served by the RU that has PHYcell. UP provides
baseband processing for user traffic. A UP can be redirected in
DU cloud through UP redirection. When a DU is overloaded,
it will redirect some UPs to other DUs with extra baseband
processing resources through the internal switch. For example,
in Fig. 2, not all UPs of P HY cell1 can be accommodated by
DU1 , so some of them are redirected to DU2 .
For port resources in the switch, we assume that ports can
be flexibly turned on/off for energy-saving purpose to connect
source and destination DUs of UP redirection.
One TWDM-PON can support multiple VPONs, each of
which is formed for a DU and can be shared by several
RUs. By configuring the virtualized resources, we can form
a virtual base station (VBS) for each cell, which consists of
one PHYcell, multiple UPs (possibly distributed among one
or more DUs), and a virtualized fronthaul link (connecting
the RU and DU) provided over a VPON. As enclosed by the
green dotted line in Fig. 2, V BS1 is formed for Cell1 . By
allocating “just enough” virtualized resources to each VBS,
we can effectively utilize the shared network hardware, i.e.,
minimize the number of active DUs, switch ports, and LCs.
By dynamic VBS formation (VF), we can exploit the temporal
variation of traffic load in RAN to save energy in CRAN.
D. Other Architectures
To quantify the energy savings that can be achieved in this
CRAN architecture by our proposed VF scheme, we compare
it with two other architectures: DRAN and CRAN without
VF. In DRAN, every DU is collocated with its RU at cell
site. Hence, every cell needs its own housing facility, and
DU should remain active all the time. In traditional CRAN,
although DUs are co-located in the DU cloud, there is no
sharing of DUs and LCs in DU cloud. So, every cell needs an
active DU and an LC dedicated to serve it.
III. E NERGY C ONSUMPTION M ODELS
For CRAN, the energy-consumption terms come from the
consolidated “housing” facilities, network devices in the CO,
and network devices at cell sites. Housing facilities require an
amount of power PH,pool to ensure proper operational conditions (e.g., cooling), although they do not perform network
functions. Active network devices in CO include the internal
switch, DUs, and LCs. Energy consumption of the switch is
modeled as the sum of a baseline (traffic-independent) energy
PS,B and a traffic-dependent energy PS,P , increasing with
number of active ports nP (each active port is assigned to
a DU which participates in UP redirection). For DU power
consumption, we do not consider processor dynamic voltage
and frequency scaling (DVFS) [22], so DU will consume a
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TABLE I
S UMMARY OF ENERGY MODEL PARAMETERS AND THEIR VALUES
Description

Parameter

Switching: baseline consumption

PS,B

Value
50 W

Switching: per-port consumption

PS,P

15 W/port
600 W

Housing: stand-along DU

PH,D

Housing: baseline of DU pool

PH,pool

500 W

Housing: load-dependent of DU pool

PDU

100 W/DU

Line card: per-line-card consumption

PLC

5 W/LC

Per-RU consumption

PRU

20 W/RRH

Per-ONU consumption

PON U

7.7 W/ONU

constant energy PDU when it is active; otherwise, it consumes
no energy. Similarly, an active LC consumes a constant energy
PLC . Active network devices at cell sites include ONUs
and RUs. We do not consider the sleep mode of RU and
ONU, which will not make much difference between CRAN
and DRAN, and is not the focus in our study. Therefore,
they need to remain active and consume a constant energy,
PRU and PON U , respectively, in all architectures. So, energy
consumption for CRAN with VF architecture is:
PC1 = PH,pool + PS,B + PS,P · np + (PRU + PON U ) · N
W
∑
+
(PLC · ym + PDU · sm )
(1)
m=1

where N is the number of cell sites, W is the number of
LCs or DUs, and ym and sm are boolean variables indicating
whether the mth LC and DU are active, respectively (note that
we can have a DU on even if the LC is off, but not vice versa).
For traditional CRAN, there is no cost of switch, but the
energy consumption of all LCs and DUs must be always
counted (i.e., it does not depend on traffic) as it does not have a
sharing mechanism. Also, it consumes a constant energy from
ONUs and RUs at cell sites. The model is as follows:
PC2 = PH,pool + (PRU + PON U ) · N + (PLC + PDU ) · W (2)
For DRAN, a cell with DU consumes a constant energy,
PH,D , including energy consumed by DU and housing facilities, but there is no energy consumption from TWDM-PON
system and internal switch at CO. So, the model is as follows:
PD = (PON U + PH,D ) · N

(3)

A summary of energy consumption values [11], [19], [23],
[24] is given in Table I.
IV. VBS F ORMATION O PTIMIZATION P ROBLEM
A. Problem Statement
Let us first consider a simplified version of the problem
where the bandwidth of users’ requests is given and remains
unchanged, and the bandwidth bottleneck is at the DU (it
could also be at the wavelength)2 . In this static version, the
2 We assume that the bandwidth by a DU from a computational point of view
is less than the capacity of a wavelength. This is reasonable as a wavelength
will always be sufficient for accommodating traffic in a DU.

VF problem shares similarities with the one-dimensional binpacking (1D-BP) problem where the size of the bin is the
bandwidth limit of each DU and the sizes of the items are the
users’ bandwidth demands, namely the bandwidth demand of
UPs. Our goal is to use the minimum number of bins (DUs)
to pack all the items (accommodate the demand of PHYcells
and UPs). However, there are differences between bin-packing
and VF problem. First, we have two types of items, UP and
PHYcell, and cost of assigning UPs depends on assignment of
the corresponding PHYcells because UP redirection needs to
consume extra energy. Second, DU’s (bin’s) capacity can be
categorized in two independent “sub-bins”: DU’s UP capacity
in terms of supported users’ bandwidth, and DU’s PHYcell
capacity in terms of number of cells. Finally, our goal is to
minimize the overall energy consumption, instead of merely
minimizing number of bins used as in Eqn. (1). So, assignment
of items to bins involves two separate (but correlated) assignments: PHYcells must be assigned to DUs within the DU’s
PHYcell capacity constraint; UPs must be assigned preferably
to the DU that hosts the PHYcell of the DU, but some DUs
might be assigned to other DUs in case of overload. But
we want to minimize the redirection because this will cause
energy consumption. So, traditional approximation algorithms
for 1D-BP cannot be used to solve our VF problem, and
we need other methods for this static VF (S-VF) problem.
Besides, when users dynamically arrive and hold service for a
certain time, S-VF becomes an even harder dynamic VF (DVF) problem. Thus, an efficient online algorithm is necessary
for it. Below, we first formulate S-VF using an ILP; then we
discuss S-VF and D-VF problems in Section V.
B. Modeling the VF Optimization Problem
Given: Network topology, users’ traffic demands for all cells,
wavelength capacity, DU’s UP capacity in terms of bandwidth,
DU’s PHYcell capacity in terms of cell number, switch bandwidth, and energy consumption values.
Output: How many LCs, DUs and switch ports VBSs to use.
Objective: Minimize overall energy given by Eqn. (1).
1) Input parameters:
• W : set of wavelengths, which also indicates the set of
LCs and the set of DUs (by using the same index, w).
• I: set of cells.
• Ji : set of users in cell i.
• CW : capacity of a wavelength.
• CU P : DU’s UP capacity in terms of supported bandwidth
(which is mapped from the processing capability).
• CP H : DU’s PHYcell capacity in terms of cell number.
• CES : capacity of the switch.
th
• bi,j : traffic load of j
user in ith cell.
• B: a very big positive value.
2) Binary Variables:
• xi,w : if cell i is served by wavelength w.
• yw : if LC w is active.
• ui,j,w : if UP of user j in cell i is served by DU w.
• ki,j : if UP of user j in cell i has been redirected.
• rw : if DU w participate in UP redirection.
• sw : if DU w is active.
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e: if switch is active.
gi,j,w : if user j of cell i is a redirected UP in DU w.
3) Constraints:
∑
xi,w ≤ CP H , ∀w ∈ W
(4)
•
•

i∈I

∑∑

ui,j,w · bi,j ≤ CU P , ∀w ∈ W

(5)

i∈I j∈Ji

∑∑

ki,j · bi,j ≤ CES

(6)

i∈I j∈Ji

∑

∑

xi,w = 1, ∀i ∈ I

(7)

ui,j,w = 1, ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ Ji

(8)

w∈W

w∈W

∑

B · yw ≥

xi,w , ∀w ∈ W

(9)

i∈I

yw ≤

∑

xi,w , ∀w ∈ W

(10)

i∈I

B · sw ≥

∑∑

ui,j,w , ∀w ∈ W

(11)

i∈I j∈Ji

sw ≤

∑∑

ui,j,w , ∀w ∈ W

traffic, it must be active and thus it consumes energy (Eqns.
(9)-(12)). The activity of an LC will lead to the activity of its
supporting DU because the PHYcell of a cell must be set up
in this DU. But the activity of a DU might not necessarily lead
to the activity of its associated LC as there could be scenarios
where the DU is only used as a dedicated container (with
no PHYcell) for redirected UPs, and thus its LC is inactive
(Eqn. (13)). Eqns. (14)-(17) enforce XOR between ui,j,w and
xi,w to generate an auxiliary variable gi,j,w , which checks
whether a UP is redirected (Eqns. (18)-(19)) and whether a
DU participates in UP redirection (Eqns. (20)-(21)). A DU
participates in UP redirection if it sends UP to other DU or
accommodates UP redirected to it. Existence of redirected UP
indicates the activity of the switch (Eqns. (22)-(23)).

C. Complexity Analysis
Number of variables is O(|W ||I|N ), where |W | is number
of wavelengths, |I| is number of cells, and N is number of
users. Number of constraints is also O(|W ||I|N ). The 1DBP problem has been proved to be a combinational NP-hard
problem, thus our even harder S-VF and D-VF problems are
also NP-hard. Thus, we resort to heuristic method for quickly
solving the problems for large instances.

(12)

i∈I j∈Ji

yw ≤ sw , ∀w ∈ W

(13)

V. VBS F ORMATION S CHEMES

gi,j,w ≤ ui,j,w + xi,w , ∀w ∈ W, ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ Ji

(14)

A. Static VBS Formation Scheme

gi,j,w ≥ ui,j,w − xi,w , ∀w ∈ W, ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ Ji

(15)

gi,j,w ≥ xi,w − ui,j,w , ∀w ∈ W, ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ Ji

(16)

gi,j,w ≤ 2 − xi,w − ui,j,w , ∀w ∈ W, ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ Ji
∑
B · kij ≥
gi,j,w , ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ Ji

(17)

We propose the static VBS formation (S-VF) scheme, which
contains two algorithms, DU packing (DUP) and Greedy
Load-Shedding (GLS). DUP is designed∑
to pack all cells into
N
a theoretical minimum number of DUs, k=1 Ck .load/CU P ,
by temporarily allowing DU to be overloaded. GLS is designed
to rebalance overloaded DUs by PHYcell shifting and UP
redirection. Our preliminary work [16] on this topic has
provided the details of these two algorithms that we assume
as given subroutine S1 and S2 in the following.
Fig. 3 presents the flowchart of S-VF. Initially, all network
resources are inactive, and we are given the traffic profile over
a certain period of time, based on which we form VBS for
each cell. First, a PHYcell needs to be set up for each cell
with users to be served. DUP is designed for the assignment
of PHYcells to DUs with the constraint of DU’s PHYcell
capacity. Then, we estimate the DU load by summing the
traffic demands of users that will be served by the DU. If
any DU will be overloaded, we rebalance it by calling GLS,
which rebalances overloaded DUs through PHYcell shifting.
After the improvement of PHYcell assignment, we assign to
each cell the wavelength of the LC connected to the DU that
hosts the PHYcell set up for this cell. And for each user in
the cell, we set up the UP in the hosting DU. After the UP
assignment, there may exist overloaded DUs, which can be
further rebalanced through UP redirection enabled by GLS.
Finally, if DUs cannot be rebalanced any more, we activate a
new DU as a dedicated container, in which no PHYcell is set
up, for redirected UPs from overloaded DUs.

(18)

w∈W

∑

ki,j ≤

gi,j,w , ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ Ji

(19)

w∈W

B · rw ≥

∑∑

gi,j,w , ∀w ∈ W

(20)

i∈I j∈Ji

rw ≤

∑∑

gi,j,w , ∀w ∈ W

(21)

i∈I j∈Ji

B·e≥

∑∑

ki,j

(22)

i∈I j∈Ji

e≤

∑∑

ki,j

(23)

i∈I j∈Ji

Capacity constraint of a DU is split in two parts: number of
PHYcells (Eqn. (4)) and capacity of UPs (Eqn. (5)). Total
redirected traffic cannot exceed the bandwidth of the switch
(Eqn. (6)). Eqn. (7) ensures that every cell is served by a
wavelength. Eqn. (8) ensures that every user in a cell is served
by a wavelength. The network resources must be enough to
accommodate total traffic demand in RAN so we can minimize
the active resources. For a DU or LC, as long as it serves any
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of Static VBS formation.

B. Dynamic VBS Formation Schemes
Now, we propose a naive D-VF (N-DVF) scheme and a
sophisticated D-VF (S-DVF) scheme respectively.
The basic idea is to use only “just-enough” resources to
support current traffic demands. Unlike static case, where
traffic loads for a period are given beforehand and remain
unchanged, in dynamic case, traffic loads are not known apriori, or are subject to statistical uncertainty. Now, when a
connection request arrives, the centralized controller needs to
make an online decision for how to provision it immediately
(how and where to set up the UP?). For example, UP needs
to be redirected if its setting causes the overload of its hosting
DU, which raises another question: which DU should we
redirect the UP to? But UP redirection might degrade the
quality of service (QoS) for delay-sensitive services, e.g.,
video. When a connection departs, the controller needs to tear
down the UP to reclaim the network resources, and decide
whether and how a VF should be conducted if current VBS
configurations are not energy efficient.
1) Naive D-VF (N-DVF) Scheme: We present a naive DVF (N-DVF) scheme, which redirects UP to any DU with
remaining capacity and triggers a VF when the last UP is torn
down in a DU. As shown in Fig. 4, when a connection r
arrives, we detect whether the PHYcell is set up for the cell
that r comes from. If not, we should first set up the PHYcell
in any DU that has extra PHYcell capacity. Then, we set up
the UP for r in the DU. If the setting of r’s UP causes the
overload of the hosting DU, then we redirect some UP from
the hosting DU to DU with load less than CU P using GLS.
If the load of the hosting DU cannot be reduced below CU P ,
we have to activate a new DU as a dedicated DU that contains
no PHYcell to contain the extra UPs from the overloaded DU.
When a connection r′ expires, we tear down its UP and reclaim
the processing resource. If r′ is the last request that was served,
we conduct a VF using S-VF based on current traffic loads so
that we can save energy by shutting down the unnecessary DU,
LC, and wavelength. However, N-DVF might be suboptimal as
it incurs a large amount of redirected traffic, which can cause

Fig. 4. Flowchart of Dynamic VBS formation.

delay for services. The delay of UP redirection comes from
decision making and redirection procedure. If we redirect the
UP to a random DU that has remaining capacity, the target
DU might approach its capacity limit, and not accommodate
the incoming UPs that are supposed to be set up in it. Thus,
the incoming UPs will be forced to further redirect to other
DUs when they arrive, which may lead to a chain reaction of
UP redirection.
2) Sophisticated D-VF (S-DVF) Scheme: In S-DVF
scheme, instead of randomly redirecting UP and using capacity
of a DU, we reserve some capacities in a DU for incoming traffic. Also, instead of conducting a VF passively, we proactively
trigger a VF according to current/historical traffic pattern.
3) Capacity Reservation: We reserve some capacity of a
DU for incoming traffic whose UPs are supposed to be set
up in the DU that contains the PHYcell for the cell that
the traffic comes from. Note that capacity reservation can
effectively alleviate the chain reaction of UP redirection. We
divide the capacity of a DU into three sections, ‘occupied’,
‘reserved’, and ‘free’, where ‘occupied’ indicates the amount
of baseband processing capabilities of a DU that are occupied
by existing non-redirected UPs (UPs that locate in the same
DU with its PHYcell), ‘reserved’ means that the part of
baseband processing capabilities of the DU are reserved for
incoming non-redirected UPs, and ‘free’ means that the part
of baseband processing capabilities of the DU can be used
to accommodate the redirected UPs (note that non-redirected
UPs are allowed to occupy not only the ‘reserved’ section
but also ‘free’ section when necessary). When a UP needs
to be redirected, we pick the DU with the most amount of
‘free’ capacity. If there is no DU with ‘free’ capacity, then
we activate a new DU as a dedicated container for redirected
traffic and set its initial ‘free’ capacity as CU P , because there
is no PHYcell set up in it and thus no incoming non-redirected
UP.
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Fig. 5. (a) Daily traffic profile in typical business area. (b) Energy consumptions of different architectures in small network. (c) Energy consumptions of
different architectures in large network.

4) Proactive VF: We set a trigger threshold for VBS
reformation in terms of DU’s load. When one or more DUs
have loads less than the threshold, it indicates that the traffic
demands in RAN are decreasing and VF is needed to adjust
VBS configurations for more energy efficiency. But, if the
threshold is too high, statistical uncertainty of traffic may
frequently drop the DU’s load below it, which may cause
unnecessary VFs. If the threshold is too low, VF is difficult
to be triggered, leaving VBS configurations in an energyinefficient status for a long time. Therefore, a good choice
of threshold is to make it adaptive to historical traffic pattern.
Traffic load in RAN is highly dynamic and has strong diurnal pattern [22], alternating between peak and idle durations,
while traffic demands are stable over short term (e.g., same
time of consecutive days). So, we must adjust the amount
of free capacity and trigger threshold during a day before the
traffic pattern changes in CRAN. We set the free capacity (Ft )
and trigger threshold (Tt ) of a DU as follows:
{
0,
Vt (1 + p) ≥ CU P
Ft =
(24)
CU P − (1 + p)Vt , otherwise
{
0,
p≥1
Tt =
(25)
(1 − p)Vt , otherwise
where Vt is average traffic load of a DU at time t, Vt = µλtt bt ,
bt is the average bandwidth demand of a connection request, λt
is the arrival rate at time t, and µt is the departure rate at time
t. We introduce the trigger knob (p value) in these formulas
as a network-operator-specified parameter. The increasing of
the p value decreases the amount of initial ‘free’ capacity of
a DU, and decreases the trigger threshold of VF. We can set
up different values for Ft and Lt during a day by adjusting
the p value or values of arrival rate, departure rate, or average
bandwidth demand according to local current/historical data.
VI. N UMERICAL E VALUATION
A. Static Case
We consider CRAN topologies in two scales: small network
with 6 DUs and 6 cells; and large network with 100 DUs
and 100 cells. In static case, traffic loads in each period are
given a-priori and only change across periods, and VF is done

once per period. As shown in Fig. 5a, we consider a typical
operational day in access networks in a business area [25].
The daily 24 hours are slotted into 12 periods, each of 2hour length. Users have busy hours from 10:00 to 17:00 and
traffic loads reach the peak at 13:00-14:00. Traffic loads are
normalized (aggregated load), with respect to the maximum
load (M ) in RAN during a day. Capacity of a wavelength is
10 Gbps. The traffic-dependent CPRI rate per user is uniformly
and independently drawn from [100 Mbps, 1 Gbps] dependent
on the traffic load, and the fixed CPRI rate per cell is the
ratio between the wavelength capacity and the CP H value3 .
Summary of energy modeling parameters and their values
are listed in Table I. We set CU P and CP H as adjustable
parameters to study their impacts on energy consumption.
1) Small Network: We first fix CU P and CP H to 5 Gbps
and 4, respectively, and study energy consumption performances of different architectures.
In Fig. 5b, we compare energy consumptions during a day
among the three architectures: CRAN with VF (including ILP
and S-VF), traditional CRAN, and DRAN. DRAN consumes
the most energy due to the stand-alone housing of DUs at
cell sites. Traditional CRAN consumes less energy, thanks to
the pooling of DUs, but without VF, all DUs need to remain
active all the time, which leads to energy waste. CRAN with
VF achieves significant additional energy saving, thanks to
pooling of DUs and forming VBSs (sharing network resources
and shutting down unused/idle ones) based on the variation of
traffic load during a day.
In Fig. 5b, we see that the performance of S-VF achieves
similar energy savings to ILP results and thus is benchmarked
over this small network. During busy hours (early afternoon)
and idle hours (early morning and night), S-VF scheme
achieves the same energy consumption with ILP, which shows
that S-VF is able to obtain optimal energy efficiency under stable peak and idle periods. But when traffic loads are increasing
or decreasing, S-VF achieves suboptimal performance because
it has a tradeoff between performance and time complexity.
2) Large Network: The large network used for our evaluation has 100 DUs and 100 cells (other parameters are same as
3 Here, we assume fixed CPRI rate for cell processing, but traffic-dependent
CPRI rate for user processing. But note that there are various ongoing projects
for making CPRI rate per cell traffic dependent in [26], [27].
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Fig. 6. (a) Energy consumptions of S-VF scheme for different CP H s. (b) Energy savings of UP redirection and PHYcell shifting of S-VF scheme. (c) Energy
consumptions of CRAN with two D-VF schemes and CRAN without DVF.

in the small network). We solve the problem only by heuristic
as the ILP cannot solve this case in reasonable time. In Fig.
5c, we set CU P = 5 Gbps and CP H = 10. Our proposed
architecture with S-VF achieves even more energy savings
in the large network, namely 46.1% and 84.1%, on average,
compared with traditional CRAN and DRAN, respectively.
This is because, compared to small network, large network has
more DUs pooled together, shares common housing facilities,
and has more opportunities to consolidate extra DUs.
In Fig. 6a, we first fix CU P = 5 Gbps, and plot energy
usage for different CP H values as we increase the aggregated
load. When aggregated load is larger than circa 0.5, all CP H
values achieve the same energy consumption because, as the
aggregated load increases beyond 0.5, loads in cells become
so high that rare DUs can be shared, and thus the CP H makes
less difference on energy consumption. UP redirection will
balance the load among DUs regardless of the CP H . We find
that, when CP H value is larger than 10, further increasing
CP H value makes little difference in energy saving, because
we assume that the DU’s UP capacity is constrained, so
multiplexing gain is limited even if we allow a large number of
PHYcells to be accommodated by a single wavelength/DU. So
when CPRI rate per cell is larger than 1 Gbps, the smaller the
CPRI rate per cell is, the more energy saving can be achieved.
We also find that putting a constraint on the number of DUs,
over which UPs of a single cell can distribute, will reduce the
energy savings (limiting the UP redirection). And our proposed
VF can consolidate UPs to the minimum number of DUs when
they are distributed dispersively in the DU cloud.
In Fig. 6b, we show the energy savings of our proposed
scheme compared to traditional CRAN. We fix CP H at
10. Each column shows two contributions to energy saving:
PHYcell shifting and UP redirection. As expected, we see
that energy savings increase as traffic load decreases because,
when traffic load is low, we can consolidate more cells in a
single DU and VPON, and thus use less active LCs, DUs,
and switch ports. We also find that UP redirection tends to
play a noticeable role in saving energy when traffic load is
above 0.5. This is because, when traffic load is above 0.5,
it is hard for DU to save energy by accommodating more
than one cell (PHYcell shifting), but DUs can be still utilized
efficiently, thanks to UP redirection. The energy savings due to

UP redirection will be more significant if the traffic load from
a single cell is more comparable with the DU’s UP capacity.

B. Dynamic Case
When duration and arrival time of traffic demands are
unknown, when and how to form VBS must be decided at run
time. We proposed two dynamic VF schemes, called N-DVF
and S-DVF. An event-driven simulator has been developed
to compare the two approaches on the large topology, with
the same input settings used for the static scenario. Offered
traffic follows the same daily variations shown in Fig. 5a, but
during each two-hour period, traffic request arrives following
a Poisson distribution and holds for a duration following a
negative exponential distribution.
We first study the impact of the p value on the performance
of S-DVF scheme. We plot total energy consumption, total
redirected traffic, and number of VFs of S-DVF for increasing
p value in Figs. 7. In Fig. 7a, we can see that the energy
consumption increases for increasing p value, as (see Eqn.
(24)) large p value decreases the initial ‘free’ capacity of a DU,
but the more free capacity, the less DUs need to be activated.
Fig. 7b shows that higher p values also lead to larger amount of
redirected traffic. In fact, following a similar reasoning, large
p values decrease the trigger threshold of VBS formation (see
Eqn. (25)), and therefore, with less VBS formations, energy
savings are achieved by redirecting more UPs (instead of
frequently reforming VBSs). In conclusion, larger p values can
effectively avoid excessive VBS formations, as shown in Fig.
7c. Thus, for the following analysis, we choose a moderate p
value (0.55), that provides a good tradeoff between the amount
of VBS formations in a day (only few tens in a day), and the
energy savings and redirected traffic.
In Fig. 6c, we plot the energy consumptions of S-DVF
and N-DVF schemes, and compare them with that of CRAN
without D-VF. Significant energy savings can be achieved by
D-VFs compared to CRAN without D-VF. As shown in Fig.
6c, S-DVF consumes less energy than N-DVF after 14:00,
when traffic load begins to decrease. That is because, in SDVF, VF is easier to be triggered and network resources
(DUs and LCs) are consolidated more efficiently following
the variation of traffic loads in RAN.
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Fig. 7. (a) Total energy consumption. (b) Aggregated load of total redirected traffic. (c) Total number of VFs.

Extensive simulations showed that our proposed CRAN with
S-VF and D-VF achieve significant energy savings compared
to traditional distributed RAN (DRAN) and CRAN without
VF. In static case, S-VF achieves near-optimal performance of
energy consumption. In dynamic case, D-VF scheme showed
its superiority on energy consumption and quality of service.
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Fig. 8. Redirected traffic of S-DVF scheme and N-DVF scheme during 12
time periods of a day.

In Fig. 8, we compare the aggregated redirected traffic in
S-DVF and N-DVF. S-DVF achieves a significant reduction of
redirected traffic compared to N-DVF as S-DVF reserves part
of DU’s capacity for incoming traffic, which avoids the chain
reaction of UP redirection. Thus, S-DVF provides better QoS
than N-DVF for delay-sensitive traffic.
We also compare the number of VFs in S-DVF and N-DVF
in a day, which are 8 and 56, respectively. When p value is
properly chosen, S-DVF reconfigures a much lower number of
VFs during a day while still achieving relevant energy savings.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We proposed an energy-efficient architecture of cloud radio access network (CRAN). Based on the architecture, we
proposed a novel concept, virtual base station (VBS), which
is a combination of a virtualized fronthaul link (a virtual
PON) and multiple virtualized functional entities of baseband
processing. By flexibly forming a VBS for each cell, network
resources can be effectively shared to save energy in CRAN.
We formulated the energy-efficient VBS formation (VF) optimization problem using an Integer Linear Program (ILP) with
the objective of minimizing overall energy consumption in
CRAN. In network planning stage, where (a forecast of) future
traffic is given, we designed a fast heuristic algorithm for static
VBS formation (S-VF). In traffic engineering stage, where
future traffic is unknown and connection requests arrive and
depart, we designed dynamic VBS formation (D-VF) schemes.
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